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Areas Served by Ranchland Utility Company, Inc.
• Rancho Viejo North – sewage and irrigation

• Rancho Viejo South – sewage and irrigation

• College Heights – sewage only

• La Entrada and Amy Biehl Elementary School – sewage only 
(irrigation meters and lines installed)

• IAIA, BTI Warehouse, and Easter Seals Complex – sewage only

• Santo Niño Regional Catholic School, Santa Maria de La Paz and RV 
Seventh-Day Adventist Churches – sewage only

• An estimated 10,000 homes will be developed in the College District, 
plus commercial properties to serve the community

– Turquoise Trail Business Park also wants irrigation service

– Despite increasing xeric plantings, irrigation will continue to increase

• Ranchland processed 16,877,300 gallons of irrigation water for the 
College District in 2013

– This is an average of 1,406,441 gallons per month

– The processing facility is currently operating at half capacity
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RVN & La Entrada 
Main Line

RVS Main Line

Treatment 
Facility & 
Pumps

Ranchland “owns” 
up to valve

For Reference Only – Map Does Not Show All Subsidiary Lines and Meters
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Note: Commercial entities 
tap off Main Lines

Association “owns” subsidiary 
lines - some are shared

It’s all one 
interdepend
ent system !



Main Line and Subsidiary Pump Costs

• Current pump life average is 10 years

– One irrigation pump was rebuilt 4 years ago; 
the other was rebuilt in 2012 for ~$20,000

• Variable speed pump has longer life

– Replacement of current pumps would prevent 
water hammering, which is reducing pipeline 
life and contributing to leaks

• In-line “jockey” pumps

– Should be placed midway through main line

– Allow lower operating pressures (PRV’s could 
also help)

– Increase life of whole system

• Pump house is electrically heated in winter 
to prevent pumps from freezing

– Properly insulated and sealed walls would 
reduce heating cost

• Current pond is not lined

– Would need to be done in Winter or Spring

One Time Annual Maint

Current Pump $100K $10K

Variable Speed 
Pump

$250K $10K+

“Jockey” Pump $150K $10K

Pressure 
Reducing 
Valve

$5K $250

Pump House 
Insulation

TBD n/a

Pond Dredging 
and/or Liner

$140K+ n/a
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Risks of Not Resolving Irrigation Infrastructure 
Issues

• Systems are aging and will fail without appropriate maintenance 
and upgrades

• Main irrigation pump failure could drive Ranchland to ask the 
associations for payment assistance on repairs and/or new 
equipment

• Ranchland could stop providing irrigation water
– The associations may have to install costly double backflow preventers and 
large meters to begin using potable water or ~

– Trees, plants, and vegetation could die or ~

– Future growth might not be able to be added to system

• Ranchland already uses irrigation pond water for construction 
activities and could decide to drain the pond dry
– Low pond levels have caused filters to clog in the past
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Current Water Charges/Costs *

• Residents are currently paying $1 per 1000 gallons of treated 
irrigation water

• The City of Santa Fe charges approximately $3.37 per 1000 
gallons for the same service

• Potable water from Santa Fe County costs:
– $6.12/1000 for the first per 5,000 gallons

– $8.43/1000 for the next 5,000 gallons

– $13.02/1000 for the next 5,000 gallons

– $17.62/1000 above 15,000 gallons

• Additional RVS Association Pumphouse PNM Billings (2013)
– Average monthly from Nov – March: $3761

– Average monthly from Apr – Oct: $4648
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Comparison of Treated Water vs. County Potable
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Mthly varies from 
$3-5000/mth

Note: These are estimates - treated water figures are based on actual billings, potable figures are derived 
from mthly averages of same data supplied by RU.



Meters, Scheduling, and Coordination

• Each meter should be read once per month to 
understand specific usage by each association
– Improves billing accuracy

– Needs to be done by a professional because of safety issues

• Poor coordination of Heads-Up and watering 
schedules last year caused pump “spikes”
– Pressure fluctuations (spikes) reduce pump life and cause leaks 
in downstream association-owned components, e.g., subsidiary 
lines and spray and drip heads

– Ranchland was not notified of extra “watering in” of new trees in 
the South Association in 2013 which caused operational and 
pump problems at the processing plant

– Pumps shut down several times from heat caused by over 
cycling; recovery time is about 40 minutes

– Per RU, pumps are running 18 hrs per day in 2014; they believe 
all watering needs could be met in a 12 hr period.
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• Consider increasing pond size and installing liner to increase 
operating efficiency, and reduce sedimentation and filter 
replacement costs

• Build a second pond to gravity feed water to communities
– Ranchland would pump treated water into the pond

– Associations would be able to manage their own irrigation systems

• Install a 100,000 gallon storage tank to gravity feed water
– When the existing pond is over capacity, treated water is discharged into 
an arroyo, which is wasting precious resources; in 2013 this was 
approximately 24M gallons

• Consider annual chlorine flush to reduce “start-up smell” 
caused by bacterial growth inside pipelines and components
– Some residents are complaining; one filed an EPA complaint in 2013

Long Term Growth Considerations
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Next Steps and Where We Are Today

• Continue refining cost figures to build an accurate water treatment 
budget
– Ranchland requested quote to determine the cost of an engineering study by 
Molzen Corbin to address College District needs – cancelled by RVSA BOD in 
July 22 meeting.

– Need RVN and RVS association managers to determine and summarize annual 
repair and maintenance costs – RVNA has done this, RVSA has not

– La Entrada needs to estimate costs of additional infrastructure – timing of 
treated water delivery depends on water availability – Wants to go on-line ASAP

• Determine and negotiate the content of RV South Association 
contract with Ranchland – RU did not renew RVNA and RVSA 
contracts pending negotiations

• RVS Landscape Committee needs to work with landscape contractor 
on improved scheduling of irrigation timers and continue educating 
residents regarding xeriscaping - some of this is happening, but 
irrigation timers are still an issue

• Drain and dredge the pond – sediment is degrading system capacity 
and filter life - TBD
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Next Steps and Where We Are Today
• Start planning process for Amy Biehl and business park connections

– The school is a joint venture with LANL whose curriculum focuses on science and 
the environment.  They could negotiate their own contract with RU and impact 
water availability.

• Educate residents on Ranchland Utility’s water treatment facility, 
operating costs, and why we face potential increases in assessments
– Residents can schedule a tour of the treatment facility by contacting RU.

• Directors Buhl and Pfeifer were participating in working meetings with 
RU and the North Association in 2013 and progress was being made.  
Interested residents were also providing input.
– President Thompson disbanded the Infrastructure Task Force in December 2013 
and ended Director Buhl and Pfeifer’s participation in the working meetings, 
explaining that the work of the task force was done and that the Landscaping 
Committee and Community Manager could handle irrigation issues.

– In January 2014, a request to put the Irrigation Study on the BOD agenda was 
denied by the President.

– In July 2104, RU chose not to renew the North and South contracts.  Sharing of 
Engineering Study costs and commitment by the Associations are major issue.

– At the RVSA July BOD meeting, the President revealed that she participated in a 
recent meeting with RU, the RVNA President, and a resident who is interested in 
serving on a new committee.  Directors Buhl and Pfeifer were not invited.
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